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The best version of Tabs3 at a price that won’t tip the balance sheet.

Schedule a personal 
walkthrough with a 
product expert at 

Tabs3.com/SeeTabs3.

Tabs3 Subscription
 

A subscription to Tabs3 is the perfect way to get the robust features of 
Tabs3 at a low monthly price. In addition to industry-leading billing, practice 
management, and accounting software, you’ll get mobile access, increased 
data security, scheduled backups, and faster reports and lists. 

Reliable Software. Trusted Service.
Tabs3 billing, financial, and practice management software is an integrated 
suite of products using the same design and terminology. That makes it easy 
to use, and easy for back office staff to support their attorneys. Clients are 
so satisfied that 9 out of 10 recommend Tabs3 to other firms, and our highly 
trained support team has a client satisfaction rating of over 96 percent.

“Tabs3 is a feature rich product that can be tailored to work for most everyone. 
Lots of modules and integrations with several key programs. It is built to be 
flexible and to accommodate a wide range of practices and use.”

Tim Carr

InFocus Family Law Firm, P.L.

With Tabs3 subscription pricing, you get all of the customization, features, 
and reliability of Tabs3 with mobile access for a low monthly price.

$32 $32 $8
Tabs3 FinancialsPracticeMasterTabs3 Billing

Check out our newest features and 
learn more about our products at 

Tabs3.com/T3Video.

per timekeeper/month

Track your time easily

Bill exactly the way you want to 
and get bills out fast

Reports to stay on top of your 
business

Get paid with no hassle by taking 
credit cards online

✓

✓

✓

✓

per user/month

Organize legal matters

Calendar for attorneys

Manage and search documents

Fast conflict-of-interest searches

Time-saving document assembly

Essential product integrations
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per timekeeper/month

Track trust accounts, prevent 
negative balances, perform 
Three-Way Reconcilliation

Financial statements, legal chart 
of accounts, essential reports 

Print checks, stay on top of cash 
flow, and track cash requirements

✓

✓

✓


